CREATIVE WASHTENAW HAPPY HOUR (CWHH)
For those who work and/or play in the arts, creative and cultural organizations and businesses and are members of The Arts Alliance*, CWHH is an easy-no-set-agenda monthly gathering rotating throughout the county.

CWHH ORGANIZING STRUCTURE
The Arts Alliance’s roll as CWHH facilitator

Director General (DG): Each CWHH branch shall have one person assigned the role of director general. This person must have high energy and be dashing and charming. It is the DG’s responsibility to:

- coordinate each month’s happy hour, including
  - figure out the location,
  - send out hilarious reminders and recaps
- maintain the mailing list, adding and removing CWHH members as appropriate
- Settle fist fights between CWHH members during CWHH.

Point Master (PM): Each CWHH branch shall assign one CWHH members to keep track of CWHH members Points. These points are bestowed upon CWHH members for various actions and will lead to awesome titles like “Synergy Harvester.” This system is further explained in the section on CWHH members Points. The PM must be someone organized and good at record keeping.

Upon selection, the Director General shall email Headquarters at nonprofitwithballs@gmail.com to request official recognition of the new CWHH branch.